A quantitative result tries to find out the effect of sharia product attributes that are offered and insaniyyah promotion that is conducted by Sharia Bank toward non-Muslims' decision to become a customer in Bank Kaltim Sharia East Borneo, Indonesia used sample. Sampling was done using purposive sampling technique. The total data can be further analyzed as much as 142 respondents. Data were analyzed using multiple linear regression and t-test. The result shows that sharia product attribute has 0.196 on the level of no significance. From the analysis result, it can be concluded that sharia product attribute does not give effect toward non-Muslims' decision to become a customer; therefore, the first hypothesis is declined. While insaniyyah promotion gives effect significantly toward non-Muslims' decision to become a customer; therefore the second hypothesis is accepted.
Introduction
There are major differences in product attributes offered by conventional banking with sharia banking. The statement is supported by Rivai and Arifin (2010) which states that the attributes of Islamic products have a product feature that rejects the existence of usury known as the method of interest in conventional banking. This is explicitly stated in the Qur'an in Surat Al-Baqarah verses 278-279. The attributes of Islamic products are unique attributes based on Qur'an and Sunnah attached to the products of sharia banks according to Iqbal and Mirakhor (2011) . In addition, according to Usman (2012) the advantages of product features obtained at Sharia Bank are banking products and services with a more varied financial scheme to make Sharia Bank as a credible banking system and can be enjoyed by all groups of Indonesia without exception. ICOI-2018 Including non-Muslims communities. the support of the government and the advantages of the Islamic banking system, these two things increase the public interest to become customers in Islamic banks, especially Muslims. Then Dusuki and Abdullah (2007) concluded that religion was not the only determining factor when choosing a bank and suggested that targeting prospects on the basis of religion will no longer be viable. Profit sharing system and government support on Islamic banking can increase Muslim consumers, even non-Muslim consumers. Similarly, non-Muslims communities also glance at the features of products offered by Islamic banks. It is not possible for non-Muslims communities to switch to sharia bank.
Another factor that affects customers in raising awareness or interest in choosing a sharia bank is the promotion done by the bank itself. In the promotion of Islamic banks must also be based on Islamic religious rules. Abuznaid (2012) describes a shariah marketer to be 4 characteristics rabaniyyah (deity), akhlaqiyyah (ethics), al-waqi'yyah (reality), insaniyyah (humanist). Insaniyyah promotion is honest in promoting his products, being polite not discriminating customers according to race, color and nationality and also the promotions made must be understandable and not just refer to a kum, so it can be said promotion is universal. 
Hypothesis formulation 2.2.1. Sharia product attributes and non-Muslim's customer decision
Therefore, religious motive such as the principles of Islam and this profit-sharing system could be the main attributes people will consider in choosing Islamic Bank. Islamic banking attributes will be followed by the increasing opportunity of correspondence ICOI-2018 between attribute performance and the community's expectation Setiawan and Panduwangi (2017).
Characterizes the typical Islamic marketing approach by offering legitimate products and services permitted in accordance with the Sharia a set of universal principles applied to all human beings, not just to Muslims. This is an opportunity for a business to distance itself from the conventional paradigm that eliminates religious views on specific marketing decisions, as one of the most important aspect in offering attribute of a product Abdullah et al. (2015) H1: Sharia product attribute has a positive effect on non-Muslims' customer decision
Insaniyyah promotion and non-Muslim's customer decision
Due to promotions made by tellers, customer service or workers Sharia Bank highly uphold honesty at the beginning of the product offering and very detailed. Non-Muslim customers also stated that they were initially reluctant to save in Sharia Bank but after they came to Sharia Bank because the workers did not look at them in one eye and still serve them kindly and well. So that non-Muslim customers do not hesitate to recommend it to their relatives both Muslims and non-Muslims. The respondents said the promotion was conducted in various public places and not just on one people only.
Sharia Bank conducts promotions such as in stadiums, in some supermarkets, and in some universities or public schools. This makes the respondents also more daring to ask themselves as a customer. 
Result and Discussion

Respondent description
Validation testing
Hypothesis testing
Hypothesis testing is used to test the hypotheses proposed in this study. From 2 hypothesis of this research, this one is rejected (hypothesis 1). The following is the explanation for hypothesis testing T 2: Hypothesis testing result. 
Hypothesis β t-test Result
Discussion
This study found an interesting discovery is also 
Conclusion
In this research, there are two objectives that need to addressed. Sharia product attributes will be able insignificant improve the non-Muslims' customer decision.
The other result insaniyah promotion will be significant to improve the non-Muslims' customer decision.
Product attributes have no effect in improving non-Muslim consumer decisions because many potential customers do not understand the knowledge of Islamic principles used in sharia banks, about profit sharing system and gharar image. One of the keys to success in marketing Islamic banking products is to set competitive transaction costs based on Islamic Sharia principles The second key is to promote the humanist, universal humanist campaign without discriminating racial, religious, national and status constraints and honesty according to the principle of Islam 
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